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Scottish Vintage Austin Enthusiasts Club

"Austin Spring Weekend 2012"

The Isle of Bute 13/14/15/16th April 2012

AKA - Katie and ‘The Incidents’!
Attendees: -

Tom and Joyce Ritchie – 1925 Crossley Saloon

Paddy and Trisha McDermott - 1933 Austin Ten Four

Bob and Joan Archer - 1934 Austin Ascot

Peter and Katie Duncan – 1935 Austin Ten Litchfield

Ian and Sandra Deas – 1937 Austin Norfolk

Alex Fender - 1950 Austin Devon (Friday am only)
Peter Mitchell/Arthur Scott/Lesley Schultz - 1960 Wolseley 1500

Jim and Evelyn Galloway - 1960 Rover 80

Ian Headrick and Jeff Martin - Rover 75

Archie and Mary Binnie - 1960 Rover 100

Dave and Gwynith Young/Bill and Maggie Brown – 1947 Chrysler

Colin and Jane Sheppard – 1955 Austin Westminster A90
Arran McCall and Stewart Johnstone – 1958 Austin A35

George Russell and Hilary Vandore – 1972 Landrover Series 3 

Iain and June Smart – Modern, very vital back up!
Friday 13th……..A lovely bright sunny day. The start of the 2012 activities had finally arrived. At the meeting point – The milk bar at Powmill, 12 cars congregated. The first ‘incident’ saw one car catch us up at the lunch stop, which is also where 2 other cars of McDermotts and Fender met us due to the geography. One car had by this time an ‘incident’ with a loose fuel pipe…. After a quick glass of milk at the start 12 happy drivers and associated passengers set off through the well travelled route of Dollar/Tullibody/Stirling and along the A811 passing through lovely towns and villages such as Buchlyvie, Drymen, Gartchern and round the awesome eclectic scenery of Loch Lomond from the south side all the way up the western shore. After Tarbet the lunch stop in Arrocher was again a wonderful setting at the scenic end of Loch Long. With all the cars and adventurers now present, some more tinkering was undertaken but with full human tanks it was time to fuel the cars at the local watering hole prior to the eagerly awaited test of the Rest and be Thankful mountain climb! Personally elated at the top of this climb, which all the cars merely took in their stride, it was off on to the more remote roads of the A815/886 through the village of Creggans. This was wonderful forest and mountains like countryside leading to the short ferry transfer at Colintrave and over to the northern point on the Isle of Bute at Rhubodach. It is always very exiting boarding these ferries with such an old car, much slower that the moderns I may add! A great experience. It was a tad worrying when we arrived at this ferry point, as the next incident was that the ferry had broken down! However this proved just to be a welcome additional 15 minutes and actually allowed all to catch up. An enjoyable drive along by the waters edge all the way to Rothesay was breathtaking and all duly arrived at our weekend hotel The Glenburn which has an elevated position overlooking the coastline. Total mileage from the meeting point was 114.5. Well done the cars. Cars were parked, shops were visited and a lazy social evening as usual was enjoyed culminating with a wondrous Entertaining Scottish Dancing turn by 4 year old Katie Duncan in front of a sizeable audience, well done Katie.  This was prior to the eyes shutting after another wonderful vintage driving day. 
Saturday saw a ‘go as you like’ day although most visited the local Mount Stuart house some 3 miles away. This spectacular Victorian Gothic house, the fantasy of the 3rd Marquess of Bute is a must for any visitor to the island. Others toured the island and enjoyed some cream cakes! More shopping and leisure time (with again Katie entertaining all) completed a rest day. 

Sunday saw most gather for a clockwise tour of the island, visiting jewels of scenic dead ends like Kingarth/Kilchatten. A much looked forward to lunch stop at Ettrick Bay almost saw the ‘full up’ signs at this cute café by the sea. Late afternoon Sunday after returning to Rothesay saw an amazing ‘discovery’ – a ‘Lombard Street’ type of hairpin bends/hill climb – The Serpentine Road is a one mile long ‘straight up’ challenge and well done to the three majestic adventurers Peter Mitchell, Bob Archer and Arran McCall for completing this once in a lifetime challenge! A real test for the three cars! If you go there/back Do Not Miss That. After dinner on the Sunday night all attended a social gathering in the comfortable hotel lounge to end a weekend of very friendly banter. Appreciation of the organisers Peter Mitchell and Iain Smart for the route mapping and driving instructions/ Bob Archer for managing the hotel booking and Peter Duncan for liaising all through the financial arrangements saw Katie do the honours with the presentations. 
By this time there had been several ‘incidents’ with various cars, radiator leaks/hoses, electrical, non starting, fuel pumps, engine spluttering, non starting, points cleaning, engines not starting when hot, even a three hour visit by the local garage man courtesy of an AA call out but all cars made it off the island on the Monday morning no problem. Once again on the Rest and be Thankful (the easy way – down!) saw us at Arrochar, at this point one car decided ‘enough was enough’ and finished the weekend home on the back of an AA truck! From Arrochar  we took the coast road all the way down Loch Long and Gare Loch followed by the River Clyde gave us exceptional scenic views for driving followed by the tried and trusted A811 eastwards. 
I must mention the ‘Keystones’ Cops’ episode at the Stirling roundabouts, picture this – (bear in mind the entourage consisted the cars of Dave Young/Iain Smart/Peter Mitchell/Tom Ritchie/Bob Archer), we approached 2 roundabouts which were only 100 yards apart, at the first one Dave Young went straight across, contrary to instructions, at the second one Iain Smart went the correct way, Peter Mitchell however went all the way round and back the way we came and in the haste of the moment, Tom Ritchie and myself followed Peter! Peter then turned off left as did we, but Tom and I quickly turned back to follow the route (we assumed Peter was heading directly for home or to Kirkcaldy). We lost everyone in the traffic lights but Joan and I screamed with laughter when Peter Mitchell eventually came up behind us once more! A real comedy capers scenario!  By the time an unscheduled shopping trip at Tillicoultry took place several members and friends had parted ways opting for a shorter more direct route home. With some rain (for the first time!) threatening then, it was off home. All in all some 351 miles of sheer enjoyment.
Photos will follow somewhere, sometime…………. Now…. where for Spring 2013?????                                                                        Bob Archer
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